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In previous papers the eiplioit characteristics of electron
momentum density (EJO) maps ware used to interpret trends in the ohenical binding of the first-row diatoaia bjdridea, AH, {Ramirez 1982a),
and to oontraat the formation of the bound state of molecular hydrogen,

INTERHATIONAL CENTRE FOR THEORETICAL PHYSICS
H. t -»ith the unbound noleoule of heliun, He^, (Ranirez 1982b). 3iailar etadlee In aoaentun a pace (p-space) have been done by Henneker
and Cade (1968) on litblua fluoride, LiJ, and nitrogen, ¥g, to comELECTRON. DISTRIBUTIONS OP THE
FIRST-ROW HOMOHUCLKAR DIATOMIC MOLECULES,

pare what are basioally ionio and oovalent molecules, roapootlT«ly.
Although sons work has been done relating chemical binding to directional Co»j>ton profiles and Compton profile asisotropies

(Kaijser

Bayani I, Ramirez
and 3»ith 1976, Katoha and Fettitt 1979), two-dimensional END naps
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offer a nore direot study of chemical binding in p-spaoe, aside fro>
providing a complementary view of the position space (z-spaoe)
obarge density saps of the same systems; this is because charge and
aouentua densities weigh oost importantly opposite regions of space*

The EXD distributions of the first-row diatonic hydrides
ABSTRACT
(Raairez 1982a)
Electron momentum density contour naps of the first-row hoaonuclear

oonfirned the "bond directional principle" (Epstein

and Tanner 1?TT) which states that in a chemical bond the linear nc—

diatomic molecules, Ag, are obtained from near Hartree-Fock wave functions.
•entua of an electron is nore likely to be directed normal to, rather
Both the total momentum density and momentum density difference (molecule isolated atoms) maps present trends that may be related to the binding in

than along the bond axis. The total EHD naps of the molecules AE

the molecules.

showed how this likelihood increased as the molecule became more

These results are compared with the corresponding charge

density maps in position apace (Bader, Henneker and Cade 1967).
tightly bound in the fornard sequence LiH—»!!?• On the other hand,
tfie. EKD naps of B - and H e . demonstrated that H e 2 is unbound preoisely
MIHAMAPE - TBIESTE

because its electrons are nore likely to D O T S parallel to, rather

August 1982
than perpendicular to the diatoaio axis, thereby contradicting
To be submitted for publication.
Present address.
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lines indioate regions of inoreased and reduoed momentum densities,
the bond directional principle". This effort ia continued in this
respectively, in the molecule via-a-vis the isolated atoms.
paper for the ground states of the first-row hoaonuolear diatomics,
Table 1 gives the value at the origin of the total EMD

!„, one of whose mentors, Be«, is unbound* Thua, the conclusions

and density difference for the first—row hoaonuclaar diatomic mole—

derived in the first two papers oan be fully tested in this seriea

oulea•

of •oleoulea, whose charge density "aps have been studied by Bader,
Eenneker and Cade (1967), hereafter referred to as EEC*

The molecular wavefunotiona used (Cade and Sihl 1974)

tf the ground state of a system can be expressed ae a single

are alleged to be very olose approximations to the trua Hartree—Pook
waxefunotiona; these results are for the Li- {X £it )> B^C

%

31&ter determinant, its total moaentun density is giren by

B2(

]

), C 2 (

'*), *,< XZl'l) , 0 ( JCl*
2

2t*

)i

*

) , and
and Fg( j(%

at their equilibrium separation (for Be,, R=3«5 bohr)> Itomio vave—
funotions of near Hartree—?ook quality (Clement! and Hoetti l9?4) vsre
¥bere

0/P)ls

used to obtain the atonio nomsntum dsneitiea.

the EMD of the ji th electros, obtained from the

densities; however, the atonic configuration is always made consistent

Figures .1 and 3 show the total EMD distributions of the molecules A-

• i t h that in the moleoule (BHC).

as contour naps on a two-dimensional plane in p-spaoe that includes
the origin and with p parallel to the diatomic a x i s , ffote that

Dip)

is symmetric Kith reapeot to both axes and that the three-dimensional
distribution nay be obtained by rotating the given map about the
p —axis.
Momentum density difference (moleoule-isolated atoms)
are

obtained through

the formula

(2)

where

A. and A

A&

non-spherical atomio densities were subtracted from the moleoular

Tourier-Dirac transform of i t s x-epaoe nolecular orbital (MO).

napa for the noleoules !„ (Figures 2 and 3)

In oaloulating

are the molecular and atoaio Momentum densi-

ties, respectively. The solid oontour lines and the dash-dot contour
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2. SI3CU33I0H OF HAPS

2.2 Tha Monantua Density Difference Distribution
2.1 The Total Molecular Moaentun Density

To saa ho* the electronic Bonentua i s redistributed upon

Tha total EKD oontour naps (Figure 1) of the "bound neabsrs
of tha first-row hononuolear diatonic noleoules (11,i B-f C_, I_, Op,

molecular formation, relative to the isolated atona, the aomentum
density difference naps (aoleoule-iBolatad atoms) of tha first-row

and ?,) reveal that tha nolaoula JU beooaee relatively more tightly

hoBonuolear diatomic uoleoules (except for 2e~) are plotted in Figure

hound as atoa A goes fron LI —•> P. BHO hare related the tightness of

2 . This should bs compared with tha oonpiementary oharge density

of the binding In a soleoule to tha narrowness of its charge density;

naps of the same moleoulea, shown in Figure 3 of BHC. Figure 2 shows

in p-space, a, narrow oharge density becomes a broad aoaantun density*

draaatioally what happens in momentum a pace when two similar atoao

Thus, T 2 , which has a aore spreadout SKD than say, 5,, is »ore

A ooabina to fora the noleoule.

Ap. In general, there i s a negative

tightly hound than tha latter* These naps should ha ooapared to their

density differenoe or depletion region at low aonenta (indioatad by

counterparts in i-apaoe (Figure 1 of BKC).

tha daab-dot oontours around the origin), and positive AP

regions

at higher noaantua. Thus, the electrons of the aoleoula A- have a
The shape of the total BUD maps support tha "bond direction-

larger probability of being in high aonentua s t a t e s , than tha e l e c al principle" of oheaioal binding. In going fro* L i , — ^ F,

there

trons of two isolated A atoas* Li^ ia an exoaption baoausa i t has
ia a definite trend for the oontours to he aore elongated along the

a positive 4jt> region, Instead of a depletion region around the o r i Tertioal or p -axis, i.e., noraal to tha bonding diraotlon, wtioh

gin, but this inoreasa in density at low-p is balanced by tha
prores that nith tha inarea«ing tightness of the oheaioal bond, tha

two disk—like depletion

regions at p 3 o>2 a.u. The density differ-

eleotroaia noiientus p is aore likely to be direoted perpendioular to,

ence naps thus oonfira what has been stated in regard to tha total
rather than parallel to tha diatonic axia>

END aaps: the nora t i g h t l y bound is the aoleoule A,, the greater is
Figure 1 therefore olearly aho«s that as tha ralatiYa
tightness of the binding of the noleoule i_ inoraasas, Its EMD broadana,

tha probability that i t s aleotrons will have higher aoaentum, r e l a tive to two isolated atoms 1.

but in suoh a Banner that tha alaotron BOBantun p has p > P • The

It is nuoh aore diffioult to aee a trend in
decreasing value of the total END at the origin (as given in Table l)

bonding in the hoBonuolaar diatoaice A^, in oonparison with tha f i r s t also shows that tha distribution Is beooaing nora sprsadout in tha

row diato«io hydrides AH, because in AH tha bonding oan be looaliiad
forward sequence.

to the electron shared by H with atoa A, while in A. a variety of
bonds oan be present. For
- 5 -

axaaple, B,, and C^ poasass one and two
- 6 -

pi bonds, respectively, according to molecular-orbital theory, while
L i 2 is basically s—bonded. Thus, the density difference nap of Ll_

contribute to electrons having momentum p suoh that p ) p upon

ie very different from that of B, and C_ in the disposition of i t e

molecular formation.

positive and negative Up regions* Fote however that C-'s
i s approximately twice that of B j . Sp* °2

aQi ?

?

a11

&P

P°sa93a

nap

one

bond of p<r-oharaoter and two, one and zero pi bonds, respeotively.
Thus, there i s a noticeable change in the Ap

map froa C» to J^.

3. COHCLTTDHrO HEMARKS
Electron momentum density maps alearly provide another
approaoh to the study of ohemioa.1 binding in molecules. For the

The l a s t three maps show the influence of the pi bonds on the densi-

first-row homonuolear diatomic molecules, both the total EMD and

ty difference maps of these molecules*

density differenoe maps indicate that vith the inoreasing tightness of the binding in the molecule (Li^-^ ?2), there is a

2.3 The Unbound Molecule Be£

marked tendency for the electrons to move normal to, rather than

The total EMD and density difference naps of Be —

the only

along the bond axis, thereby confirming the "bond directional

unbound member of the first—row hononualear diatomic molecules — are

principle". It was also shown that Be,, is unbound because its

plotted in Figure 3* This should be oonpared with the corresponding

EHD distribution contradicts this principle; i.e., Be,'a EMD

charge density plots of Be 2 , Figure 4 of BHC. Figure 3 explains

is elongated parallel to the bond axis. The last point appears

why this molecule is not bound. Sinoe Bs_ falls between Li, and B_,

to be clearer in momentum space than in position apace.

it is reasonable to ezpeot that its total EKD would lie between
these two molecules, if it indeed were bound. Figures 1 and 3 show
dearly that this is not the oase. In going from Lip to B, the contours
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therefore it is unbound. The density differenoe map of Be
_ 8-

supports the aonolusion that there is no positive
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Table 1. Momentum density at the origin
Bader RTV, Henneker HH and Cade PE
Cade FB and Tbhl AC

1967 J - Chen. Fhyn. 4£ 3341-3363

1974 I t . Data Huol. Data Tables 3 J 339-551

Ag

J> (I 2 ) b

Li 2

18.7836

1.6490

Bennefcer HH and Gads FB 1968 Chen. Ehye. Latt. 2 575-576

Be2

4.9209

-6.9806

Kaijaer P

B2

2.0360

-3-0341

Katoha HL and Pettitt BM 1979 J, Chea. pbys. JO 3130.3132

c2

0.9945

-0.0015

Ranires El 1982a J. phya. Bj AT. Hoi. Fhys. {submitted for publication)

s2

1.4079

-0.1906

BI 19821) 1CTP Internal Heport Ko. 124 (Trieste, Italy)

02

0.9297

-O.O857

?a

O.5883

-0.1007

Claiwnti C and B o a t t i C 1974 A t . Data Hucl. Data Tables 14, 177-478
Epstein IB and Tanner AC 1977 Conpton S c a t t e r i n g e d . B-

tfillians

(Londons )fcOra»-Hill) 209-233

and 3»ith TO 1976 Holeo. Phys, ^i 1557-1568

In units of aleotrona per a.u. . One a.u.
of linear Bomentum = 1.9929 1 10~ 4 kg 1 s" 1 .
Total nomentviii density at the origin.
°Total doawntuui density differanoe (moleoule
- isolated atoms) at the origin.
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Figure 1. Total electron momentum density contour aaps of the
first—row homonuclear diatomic molecules. Here, as in the rest of
the figures, p

and p

(chosen parallel to the diatomic axis) are

in atomic units ( 1 a.u. of linear momentum = 1.9929 i 10"

kg m a~ )•

Contour values, in electrons per a.u. , starting from the outermost
contour: O.OOJ, 0.006, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, O.5O. The
density at the origin is given in Table 1.
Figure 2. Total momentum density difference (molecule — isolated
atoms) maps of the first—row hoaonuolear diatomic molecules. 3olid
contours and dash—dot contours represent positive and negative
density difference regions, respectively. Contour values, in
electrons per a.u. , for each set of contour lines with a common
center, starting from the outermost contourj 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005,
0.01, 0.05, 0.10 for positive contours; -0.0005, -.001, -.005,
-.01, -.05, -.10 for negative contours. The density at the origin
is given in Tahle 1.
Figure 3' Total electron momentum density and momentum density
difference maps for Be,. Contour values aame aa in Figures
1 and 2. The density at the origin is given in Table 1.
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